
A SUMMARY OF JOHN STEINBECK STORY THE CHRYSANTHEMUMS

As she works on her chrysanthemum sprouts in her flower garden, Elisa Allen watches from a distance as her husband
negotiates a cattle deal with two strangers. Eventually, her husband Henry approaches. He tells her about the cattle
deal, and suggests they go into town that night.

Sobered, Elisa finds two pans for him to fix. For example, there is little farm work now to be done on the
Allen farm. The masculine outfit is completed by gloves at hand and an apron covering her dress. She realizes
it's the chrysanthemum sprouts that the tinker has dumped by the side of the road, keeping the pot. Charged,
she almost touches the man's leg, but restrains herself. Her husband returns from his successful business deal,
and he wants to go into town to celebrate. High dark fog rises all around the valley walls, its flannel-like
texture shutting this small world off and isolating it so that we are forced to peer closely into it for small signs
of life. Elisa Allen's hands move eagerly, almost too eagerly and too powerfully for the small chrysanthemum
stems. She notices as his mouth grows sure and knowing, and she asks him where he sleeps, envying his
carefree life, a way of living which most people believe to be impossible for a woman. Elisa goes into the
house to get dressed for dinner. Thus, he tries a new tactic. She says she is looking forward to dinner.
Steinbeck, John. Elisa continues to garden as Henry rides away to finish his work. The discussion with the
meat company is an example of this. This is emphatically proclaimed because on the second line of the
advertisement is painted the "triumphantly definitive" word "Fixed" in black paint, further underscored by
drips of sharp paint points below each letter. She's interrupted by the arrival of a stranger â€” a man who fixes
pots and pans. This woman has begged the stranger to bring her any if he ever happens to discover some and,
now miraculously he has found some. Elisa's response to Henry is similar to previous actions: rote-like.
Whatever her mother stuck into the ground, she could make it grow. When he gets out of the wagon, Elisa sees
that he is big and not very old. He loves Elisa's passion for the garden, but cannot seem to understand why she
never uses her gift for anything else besides the chrysanthemums. Her resolve crumbles and she turns up her
coat collar to hide herself and her tears. He is as confident as he leans over the fence and inquires if Elisa has
anything to be mended or sharpened as she is quick to resist his offer "terrior-quick" Steinbeck referred to her
as being earlier and she is certainly as defensive as were the farm dogs at the stranger's approach. We see this
theme through out the story in many different ways. Y: Penguin Books,  The sun is not shining, and fog covers
the valley. His entry is met with the sniffing of the dog. She spreads the leaves, examining the clean virgin
growth. She says she wishes women could live the kind of life he does. What is more, the inclusion of three
characters each with a strong set of skills and different characteristics allow the story to bring the readers to
reality. Then the wagon turns and crawls back onto the road.


